Laser printing of microbial systems: effect of absorbing metal film.
Recently, it was shown that laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) technology and the laser engineering of microbial systems (LEMS) technique (based on LIFT method) are effective for isolation of micro-organisms from different complex substrates. These techniques frequently utilize Au as an absorbing layer material. The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of absorbing film materials (Au, Ti and Cr) on the effectiveness of laser printing of micro-organisms to improve LEMS and LIFT techniques. It was shown that application of Ti and Cr absorbing layers activates bacterial growth after laser printing and is significantly more effective in comparison to Au films, which actually show a suppressing effect on bacterial cells. Results of this study can be applied for LEMS and LIFT protocols for improving bacterial isolation and microbial growth. SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT OF THE STUDY: Laser-induced forward transfer technique (LIFT) is currently used for printing of micro-organisms and in biosensor techniques, for single-cell isolation, and for culturing of micro-organisms from complex substrates. We have studied the influence of absorbing film materials (Au, Ti and Cr) on the effectiveness laser printing of micro-organisms. It was shown that application of Ti and Cr absorbing layers activates bacterial growth and is more effective in LIFT compared to Au films, which actually have a suppressive effect on bacteria cells. The results can improve LIFT protocols for bacteria isolation and culturing of microbial systems.